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Solutions to help 
you work better. 

No matter where 
or how you work!
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Wherever you work, work well.  
Work safer, cleaner, healthier, and better organized. 
Fellowes Brands have everything you need to help you 
work well from anywhere.

Monitor Placement
Find the optimal position for your monitor to reduce eye 
and shoulder strain.

Optimize Palm and  
Hand Position
When you’re more comfortable, you’re more productive, 
especially when it comes to typing and mousing. Select 
a wrist support to help prevent wrist strain.

Remote Work with 
Sensitive Documents 
Feel secure knowing that wherever you work,  
“The World’s Toughest Shredder” protects sensitive 
documents from falling into the wrong hands.

Document Protection 
Feel protected by laminating documents - making them 
wipeable, sanitary and waterproof.
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 Platinum Series  
Monitor Arms
Gas spring adjustable monitor arm increases 
workspace flexibility and collaboration. 
FEL72796 (8043301) …Single Arm
FEL71696  (8056401)…Dual Arm

 PlushTouch  
Ergonomic Accessories
Experience true comfort with palm and wrist 
supports to help achieve a neutral hand/arm 
posture while sitting at your desk.
FEL64087  (9252102)…Wrist Rest for Keyboard
FEL64086  (9252002)…Wrist Rest for Mouse

 PowerShred LX Series  
Micro Cut Shredder
The perfect shredder for home and small office 
use with advanced safety features, and the LX 
Series signature design.
FEL74856  (5015001)…LX200 (12-sheet capacity)
FEL74858  (5015201)…LX210 (16-sheet capacity)
FEL74860 (5015401) …LX220 (20-sheet capacity)

 Saturn 3i 95  
Laminator & Supplies
Advanced thermal laminator for the  
office or classroom.
FEL67997  (5735801)…Laminator
FEL72757  (5743301)…Letter-sized pouches, 100/pkg



The Permanent 
Marker  
Whiteboard 
Surface

NEW!

It's time to expect more from 
your whiteboards and dry 
erase walls. Let staining and 
ghosting be things of the past.

USE DRY ERASE AND 
PERMANENT MARKER

CLEAN WITH JUST 
 WATER, EVEN  

PERMANENT MARKER

QUICKLY TRANSFORM  
A WORK SURFACE INTO  

A WHITEBOARD

Features Post-it® Flex Write Surface Post-it® Dry Erase Surface Dry Erase Paint Standard Whiteboards

Use permanent & dry erase markers ✓
Remove permanent markers with water ✓
Easy cut-to-fit sizes (no taping needed) ✓ ✓
Comes ready to install (no mixing) ✓ ✓ ✓
Removes without damage ✓ ✓
Full-wall coverage ✓ ✓ ✓
Use same day of installation ✓ ✓ ✓
No screws or nails needed ✓ ✓ ✓
Manufacturer warranty ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

The right solution for you!
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The right solution for you!

Quickly transform a work  
surface into a whiteboard

Clean with just water,  
even permanent marker

Use dry erase and  
permanenet marker

Transform spaces into places where  
creativity and productivity can take off.

Post-it® Flex Write Surface 
This permanent marker whiteboard surface gives you the 
flexibility to instantly transform your work surface into a 
whiteboard and the freedom to write with even a  
permanent marker without stains.

Post-it® Flex Write Surface

The Permanent Marker  
Whiteboard Surface

It’s time to expect more from your whiteboards 
and dry erase walls. Let staining and ghosting be 
things of the past.

Post-it is a trademark of 3M under license in Canada.

3M Stationery and Office  
Supplies Division
3M Canada
300 Tartan Drive, 
London ON  N6A 4T1 
1 800 364-3577

3M and Post-it are trademarks of 3M. Used under license in Canada.
© 2019, 3M. All rights reserved.   1911-16212 E

Chalkboard and 
Whiteboard Resurface

Installation Types

For installation service requests, call 1-800-328-3908 or visit 3M.com/3M/en_US/graphics-signage-us/resources/find-an-installer

Full-Wall Wall-to-Wall Standalone

Post-it® Flex Write Surface
The permanent marker whiteboard surface. Backed by a 3 year warranty.* 

CAT ID Description Case Pack Product UPC

FWS3x2 Post-it® Flex Write Surface, 3' x 2' Roll, 1 Roll 6 006-38060-27662-4

FWS4x3 Post-it® Flex Write Surface, 4' x 3' Roll, 1 Roll 6 006-38060-27661-7

FWS6x4 Post-it® Flex Write Surface, 6' x 4' Roll, 1 Roll 6 006-38060-27660-0

FWS8x4 Post-it® Flex Write Surface, 8' x 4' Roll, 1 Roll 6 006-38060-27659-4

FWS50x4 Post-it® Flex Write Surface, 50' x 4' Roll, 1 Roll 1 006-38060-27666-2

Post-it® Flex Write Surface Accessories
Item # Description Case Pack Product UPC

DEFCLOTH Dry Erase Cleaning Cloth 12 000-51141-98637-1

The Permanent Marker Whiteboard Surface

PERMANENT 
MARKER-SAFE

CLEAN WITH 
JUST WATER

NO CHEMICALS 
NEEDED

USE DRY ERASE AND 
PERMANENT MARKERS

STICKS SECURELY, 
REMOVES CLEANLY

CUT-TO-FIT

Transform spaces into places where  
creativity and productivity can take off.

*Limited Warranty: Product will be free from defects in material and manufacture when used as directed for indoor vertical applications only, for 3 years from 
purchase date. Not covered: normal wear and tear, or damage from accident, misuse, alteration or lack of reasonable care. 3M will, at 3M’s option, replace or 
repair product or refund purchase price upon receipt of proof of purchase. Warranty valid only for products sold in USA and Canada and gives you specific legal 
rights. You may have other rights which may vary from state to state or province to province. To obtain warranty service in USA, contact 3M at 1 800 395 1223, 
and in Canada 1 800 364 3577. Limitation of Liability: 3M will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from use of this product, whether direct, indirect, 
special, incidental or consequential, regardless of the legal theory asserted, including warranty, contract, negligence or strict liability. Some states, provinces 
and countries do not allow the exclusion of limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you.

Visit Post-it.com/FlexWrite for more details.
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Apply to a variety  
of surfaces

Create a learning station  
for students

Designed for one-time  
application for long term use

 Post-it® Flex Write Surface 
is available in 4 sizes:

MMM27662 (FWS3x2)..... 24” x 36”
MMM27661 (FWS4x3)..... 36” x 48”
MMM27660 (FWS6x4)..... 48” x 72”
MMM27659 (FWS8x4)..... 48” x 96”

Features
Post-it®  

Flex Write Surface
Post-it®  

Dry Erase Surface
Dry Erase Paint

Standard  
Whiteboards

Use permanent & dry erase markers ✔

Remove permanent markers with water ✔

Easy cut-to-fit sizes (no taping needed) ✔ ✔

Comes ready to install (no mixing) ✔ ✔ ✔

Removes without damage ✔ ✔

Full-wall coverage ✔ ✔ ✔

Use same day of installation ✔ ✔ ✔

No screws or nails needed ✔ ✔ ✔

Manufacturer warranty ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Post-it is a trademark of 3M under license in Canada.



A tool to create possibilities everywhere.
Designed to be bold, permanent and impactful, Sharpie® is an icon 
in our culture. Launched in 1964, it invented the permanent marker 
category and continues to push the boundaries of what permanent 
markers can do.

Write Bros.®

Unlocking the ideas that result when people  
put pen to paper.
In an age of digital communication, the benefits of handwriting 
still resonate. Personal expression, learning, journaling, and creative 
writing are all enhanced by Paper Mate® quality and versatility.

Providing the tools for effective  
communication and understanding.
We believe the power of thinking is lost if not communicated well. 
Trusted by teachers and students, parents and children, and companies 
big and small to communicate their best ideas.

The power of Sharpie® now in a pen. 
The Sharpie® S-Gel® pen features no smear, no bleed technology to 
deliver an exceptional writing experience. Available in an array of bold, 
intense colours, the S-Gel® turns your writing into art.

Our world - and the way we  
work - has dramatically changed.  
Whether you’re a front-line worker, working from home, 
or a hybrid between remote and in the office, our writing 
brands are dedicated to supporting your everyday needs.



 Expo® Low Odour Dry Erase Markers
Featuring vivid, alcohol-based ink with virtually no odour. 
Quick-drying and easy to see from a distance. Perfect for 
whiteboards, glass and most non-porous surfaces. 
SAN80001 (80001) …Black
SAN80003 (80003)…Blue
SAN80002 (80002)…Red

 Sharpie® Fine Permanent Markers
Transform ordinary surfaces into passionately creative 
statements. Endlessly versatile fine point marker is 
perfect for the classroom, office, home, and beyond. 
SAN30001 (30001) …Black
SAN30002 (30002)…Blue
SAN30003 (30003)…Red

 Sharpie® S-Gel® Retractable Pens
Featuring no smear, no bleed technology and intensely 
bold colours for always vivid writing.The contoured 
rubber grip provides a comfortable writing experience 
during any task.
SAN17191 (2096145)…0.5mm, Black
SAN17192 (2096146)…0.5mm, Blue
SAN17193 (2096166)…0.5mm, Red

 Paper Mate® Write Bros.® Stick Pens
With its contemporary design, thick barrel and long grip, 
Write Bros.® offers an impressive look and feel at an 
affordable price. And it’s loaded with ultra-low viscosity 
ink for a smooth writing experience.
PAP33311 (3331131C) …Black
PAP33111 (3311131C)…Blue
PAP33211 (3321131C)…Red



Monochrome Laser Cartridges
Remanufactured printer cartridges are an 
environmentally friendly printing solution
When a printer cartridge is remanufactured by Clover 
Imaging, it’s a reused cartridge – a cartridge that would 
have otherwise ended up in landfill. A remanufacturable 
cartridge is disassembled and as many components as 
possible are reused. Reusing cartridges is the highest form 
of environmental responsibility.

A business built around sustainability  

Environmental sustainability is one of Clover’s core values. 
We strive to engage and educate our employees, demand 
quality and performance in our production, and seek 
newer and better alternatives every day for minimizing 
our environmental footprint.

Consistent, reliable performance
Every Clover Imaging cartridge goes through a 
comprehensive quality performance system. This includes 
OEM benchmarking, rigorous component testing, 
environmental chamber testing, and a centralized  
quality monitoring system.

Crisp, vibrant colour, page after page.
In recent independent testing, in every single test, Clover 
Imaging colour laser cartridges performed equally to the 
national brand cartridges in reliability, image quality,  
and pages produced.

Clover Imaging vs OEM Cartridges



Monochrome Laser Cartridges
Our cartridges are available for all the 
top OEM printer brands. 

 With the same quality, 
performance, and page yield 
as OEM toner cartridges while 
providing significant cost 
savings. 
Remanufactured Cartridges  
Compatible with Brother 
WPP34357 (200728P) - BRO TN221 Black
WPP34358 (200729P) - BRO TN221 Cyan
WPP34360 (200731P) - BRO TN211 Yellow
WPP34329 (200730P) - BRO TN211 Magenta

Colour Laser Cartridges

Remanufactured Cartridges Compatible with Brother 
WPP19564 (200206P) - BRO TN450
WPP19561 (200205P) - BRO TN420

Clover Environmental Sizzle Reel




